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Summary: This article provides additional details about the launch
of MasterCard Connect™, which is replacing MasterCard
OnLine® in fourth quarter 2011, including new software token
authentication and quarterly fees for hard tokens beginning 1
January 2012.

Action Indicator: A Attention warranted

F Financial Impact

Effective Date: Fourth quarter 2011

Overview
MasterCard set out to create a work space where information and content is
useful and usable. To do this, MasterCard asked, what if this work space
looked and acted more like your desktop? This work space could be a place
where users can open multiple applications, tools and services, and work with
them at the same time. What if some of these tools can also be summarized in
an at-a-glance window to help users see what is going on in real-time? What if
financial institutions could have even greater control around who can see and
use particular applications and information? The result is MasterCard Connect™.

Guided by end-user feedback and the desire to make doing business with
MasterCard easier, MasterCard is announcing MasterCard Connect—a more
modern, powerful, and secure place where you can explore, collaborate,
innovate, operate and “connect” with MasterCard. MasterCard Connect begins
an evolution to a more consistent, integrated, and tailored user experience that
brings together information, tools, and services in the following new ways:

• Improved user experience and navigation

– A flexible and integrated workspace

– Targeted information and applications based on what you and your
company do

• Powerful user and organization management

– New administration roles, flexibility, control, and tools

– Greater control in managing user and service provider access to
applications and information

– Streamlined sign-up for new users
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– Integrated store, cart, and checkout process

• Expanded authentication options

– New software-token—Strong security, significantly reducing new user
on-boarding time. Software tokens are a free alternative to hardware
tokens. Quarterly fees for hard tokens will be implemented 1 January
2012.

Working with MasterCard Connect
MasterCard OnLine will be replaced by MasterCard Connect in the fourth
quarter 2011. To begin using MasterCard Connect, users will need the
following:

Browser

• Internet Explorer 7+ (version 8 preferred), or

• Firefox 3+, or

• Safari 4+
NOTE

Some applications may require Internet Explorer.

Optional Plug-ins

• Adobe® Flash® 9 or higher

• Adobe® Reader® 8 or higher
NOTE

These plug-ins may be needed when viewing videos or downloading manuals.

Developed with User Input
MasterCard Connect reflects direct input from real users. MasterCard OnLine
users from different companies representing different regions and roles
participated in a series of brainstorming sessions. Users consistently expressed
a similar desire for a more unified “portal” experience.

Users created similar building blocks, services like a library, charts, news,
favorite links, and content. Then, arranging these building blocks in different
ways, users created a personalized, custom work space where these building
blocks are then brought together to create a tailored experience.

Improved User Experience and Navigation
The MasterCard Connect workspace offers a more integrated user experience
tailored and targeted with information and applications appropriate for the
business your company performs with MasterCard.
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This new user experience includes many new features and improvements,
including:

At-a-Glance

A dashboard view of information and mini-applications that can be customized
by the user, including items such as:

• Alerts

• News highlights

• Spotlight to highlight tools, features and functionality

• Additional panels and customization options will be added over time
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Tasks

Step-by-step instructions to walk users through common tasks, which may
involve one or more applications.

• Each Task Guide follows a consistent layout

• Visuals help build upon words and bring content to life
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Connect Store, Cart, Checkout, and Tracking

The new Connect Store displays all appropriate applications and information
available for the user to order. The items which appear in the Store depends on
the type of business the user’s financial institution conducts with MasterCard,
and what their Business Administrator has enabled the user to see.

By using the Connect Store, users can:

• Share Store entries with other colleagues

• Add items of interest to the Cart, then complete the Checkout process
when the order is ready to be placed

• Track orders to see where they are in the approval and provisioning process

Library

Some common information sources are accessed from the new Library menu,
including:

• Bulletins

• Calendar

• Forms

• Member Publications

• Release Information Center
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Preferences, Help, and Contact Us Options

From the Support menu, users can get Help, set Preferences, and Contact
MasterCard for assistance.

• Preferences—Account details, and customization preferences

• Help—For the workspace, applications, and general FAQs

• Contact Us—Provide general or specific application feedback

Signing Up and Getting Started

A step-by-step wizard walks new users through the registration process. This
wizard:
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• Lets users know where they are in a process at all times

• Follows accepted web form best practices

• Uses friendly labels

• Provides immediate validation

The first time a user signs into MasterCard Connect, the Getting Started
window automatically displays to familiarize new users with Connect and the
workspace. The Getting Started window:

• Provides workspace feature highlights

• Points user to the Connect Store to order the applications they need
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Managing Organizations and Users
MasterCard Connect implements new roles for managing organizations and
users while offering a wealth of new capabilities. There are two primary roles
for managing organizations and users:

• Business Administrator—An individual responsible for defining the
application and data access rules for their own organization and for other
organizations with which they have a relationship (for example, sister
companies and service providers). Only organizations that are responsible
for a particular set of data have a Business Administrator.

• Security Administrator—An individual responsible for managing users
at their organization, including approving application and data access
requests (this role replaces the previous MasterCard Administrator role
used in MasterCard OnLine). Security Administrators can electively have
specific data responsibilities to review and manage all requests for specific
data coming from a service provider organization.

Business Administrators

Business Administrators use the new MasterCard Registration Program (MRP)
system to register Member Service Providers or other entities and manage
their application and data access. They can enable/disable applications
from appearing in the Connect Store for their users, and select which data
(for example, member ID/ICA, BIN, or Account Range) can be used with
each application. By default, all applications and data belonging to the
administrator’s organization are enabled for users to see in the Store.

The Business Administrator also defines similar application and data access
restrictions for each of their service providers. They specify which applications
they will enable for each service provider, and which data will be allowed for
each applications. By default, all applications and data are disabled for users at
a service provider. In addition, with the deployment of MasterCard Connect,
MasterCard will remove user access for unregistered Member Service Providers.

Security Administrators

Security Administrators use the new Security Administration tool to manage
access and users within their organization. Many new features are available
to Security Administrators including the ability to:

• Create a new account on-behalf of a user, then send them an invitation to
Sign In and complete their account setup

• Assign access to applications and data (push to the user)

• Delegate data access approval
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Expanded Authentication Options
Members use MasterCard Connect to access many different sources of
MasterCard information and applications. Three authentication options will
initially be supported for MasterCard Connect, depending on the sensitivity of
the information a user is accessing.

1. Password—Basic authentication method for new users or users accessing
less sensitive information.

2. Hardware Token—An older two-factor authentication technology that
requires the user to have an RSA SecurID hardware device.

3. Software Token (New)—Strong two-factor authentication required for users
accessing more sensitive information. Software tokens are expected to
replace existing hardware tokens.

Additional authentication options may be implemented as they become
available.
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New Software Tokens

The new software token technology offers several benefits for members and
users:

• Faster on-boarding of new users and greater productivity—Software tokens
can be distributed to a new user in a few hours, eliminating shipping and
customs delays experienced with hardware tokens.

• Improved security and control over security devices—Tokens can be
deployed to specific corporate owned and controlled computers or mobile
devices

• Longer use before expiration—Software tokens remain functional for 10
years, more than twice as long as hardware tokens.

To use the software-token technology, users must install the free RSA SecurID
Software Token application (a product by RSA Security) onto each computer
used to sign into MasterCard Connect. MasterCard will provide each user a
specific software-token to be installed into the RSA SecurID Software Token
application.

Once a user enters his or her four digit pin, the RSA SecurID Software
Token application generates an eight digit random number called a one-time
password (OTP). The user enters or pastes this password into the MasterCard
Connect™ Password field to complete the Sign In process.

All existing hardware token users are strongly encouraged to upgrade to the
new software token authentication technology as soon as possible. Beginning
1 January 2012, users of the hardware-token technology will be assessed
a quarterly fee for each hardware token in use. Software-token technology
will remain a free authentication option. The 2012 quarterly fee structure
for hardware-tokens is:

Fee Date
Fee per User
(USD)

Fee per User
(BRL)

First quarter 2012 USD 100 BRL 200

Second quarter 2012 USD 125 BRL 250
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Third quarter 2012 USD 150 BRL 300

Fourth quarter 2012 USD 175 BRL 350
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NOTE

Beginning in the first quarter of 2013, fees will increase to USD 200 per user per quarter (BRL 400
BRL for members in Brazil). Any further price increase will be presented to the pricing committee
and will be adjusted to reflect current conversion rates.

Financial institutions interested in implementing software-token technology can
contact Customer Operations Services to develop an implementation project
plan. MasterCard will waive fees if a organization has an implementation
project plan in place with dates agreed upon with MasterCard. If the
implementation of software-token technology does not occur by those agreed
upon dates, the above fees will be retroactive.

For More Information
Members with questions about MasterCard Connect should contact Customer
Operations Services using the Contact Information provided in this bulletin.
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